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Quality speaks for itself.



Quality needs no explanation. It’s instinctive. 

You can just sense when something is more considered, 

more crafted. When it’s something of true worth, even if  

it doesn’t come with a high price tag.

Quality means making the right decisions at every stage. 

With an unfaltering commitment to the highest standards 

in every detail.

It appears effortless, but it’s never easy. It takes hard work,  

skill and care to create flawless looks and intelligent design.

Quality has a power, a presence.

An understated confidence that never shouts to stand out.

You’ll find it in every millimetre of MG HS PHEV. 





MG HS PHEV
MADE FOR FAMILY LIVING

With purposeful, sporty looks and a 

spacious interior filled with comfort 

and intelligent features, it’s easy to  

just get in and get away for the perfect 

escape. Relax in the generous seats as  

our smart tech smooths out the ride. 

And, with two levels of trim to choose 

from; Excite and Exclusive, there’s an  

MG HS Plug-in Hybrid EV to suit every 

lifestyle.

o  7 year warranty 
For complete peace of mind.

o  Spacious interior 
Class-leading room in the front, 

reclining seats in the rear.

o  Superior materials 
Soft-touch fabrics with leather 

options on Exclusive models.

o  Innovative technology 
Keyless entry, colour touchscreen, 

Apple CarPlay™, Android Auto™ and 

much more for added convenience.

o  MG Pilot 
Driver assistance suite to make  

your journey smoother and safer.



DESIGNED FOR FAMILY MOMENTS

Time together. It’s so rare these days, but it’s 

never been more important.

That’s why MG HS PHEV is designed to bring 

your family together and leave the world behind. 

There’s space and comfort, so you can all feel 

more relaxed from the moment you set off.  

Not to mention everything from Adaptive Cruise 

Control to Traffic Jam Assist from our  

MG Pilot suite of driver assistance  

systems, to make every journey  

stress-free.





Front and rear LED  
sequential indicators*

Bi-Function LED  
headlights with  
auto-dipping  
high beam*

STYLE NEVER SHOUTS
MG HS PHEV has the bold lines and statement features of a  

thoroughbred SUV. At the front our stellar field grille perfectly  

frames our largest MG badge yet. Travel down the sleek lines,  

past the gleaming alloys, and to the rear you’ll find the twin  

tailpipes and aluminium bumper exuding dynamic confidence.

THE MARK OF QUALITY 
LED daytime running lights

Model shown: MG HS PHEV Exclusive in Farringdon Red



18" Hurricane  
diamond cut alloy wheels 

Rear parking 
sensors and 
camera

Silver roof rails

Power  
tailgate*

Electrically adjustable,  
folding, heated,  
body colour  
door mirrors

Panoramic  
opening sky roof*

*Exclusive only.



THE SPECIFICATION SPEAKS VOLUMES
Life feels better when it’s less effort. That’s why comfort is paramount whenever  

you open the door and ease yourself into the soft touch seats of your MG HS PHEV.  

No other car in its class offers more shoulder, hip and head room in the front;  

while reclining rear seats, clever storage, folding cup holders and other  

clever features make sure you and your family want for nothing.

THE MARK OF QUALITY 
Panoramic opening sky roof*

Soft touch  
interior 
Everything you touch  

from the dashboard and  

interior door trim to the  

leather seats, is created in rich,  

soft touch materials, in optional 

Black or Red/Black*.



Intuitive dashboard 
Designed with style and simplicity, the 

MG HS PHEV dashboard is focused 

around a bold 10.1" colour infotainment 

touchscreen, compatible with Apple 

CarPlay™ and Android Auto™.

Ambient lighting* 
Set a softer mood or create  

a sportier feel with the full  

spectrum ambient lighting options.

Superior seating 
The carefully designed leather seats  

provide comfort and support in all the  

right places. With a one piece back,  

the sports seats are heated with  

electric six-way adjustment.*

*Exclusive only.



THE NEW MG HS PLUG-IN HYBRID EV
LOW CO2 HIGH QUALITY



The new MG HS Plug-in Hybrid EV gives you a high quality 

specification; plus a state-of-the-art electric motor to 

significantly reduce your everyday emissions.

So as well as an SUV fully loaded with features, you can look  

forward to lower CO2, an impressive electric range, and the  

latest tech to keep you connected to your world.



MG HS PLUG-IN HYBRID EV
A QUIET CONFIDENCE
MG HS Plug-in Hybrid EV is the perfect union of efficiency  

and performance. Delivering up to 69 kilometres* on the  

electric motor alone, it drives your CO2 emissions  

down to just 43g/km. Reducing your carbon  

footprint and your fuel bills.

There’s ample power too, with a combined output  

of 258PS that takes you to 100 km/h in just 6.9 seconds. 

What’s more, to make every drive truly effortless,  

we’ve also introduced an innovative 10-speed  

transmission; designed to optimise power delivery  

and efficiency in both hybrid and electric only mode.

*EV only driving range of 52 kilometres combined, 69 kilometres city.



Behind the wheel of MG HS  

PHEV, you’ll find an array  

of innovative features at  

your fingertips. 

Such as Apple CarPlayTM and  

Android AutoTM  to keep you  

fully connected to your media  

and messages. As well as a 360°  

parking camera to give you an 

unobstructed view in even the  

tightest parking spots. 

For complete driving confidence,  

there’s also MG Pilot advanced  

driver assistance technology.  

Our comprehensive suite of  

warning and alert features  

designed to make every trip  

safer and simpler. 

INNOVATION  AT HEART



MG PILOT The MG Pilot suite of high-tech driver assistance technology gives you 
added confidence on the road. A selection of warning and alert features  
assist the driver, maintaining safety and simplifying everyday driving.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)
Adaptive Cruise Control monitors the road ahead.  

As long as the road ahead is clear, ACC maintains  

the speed set by the driver. If the system spots  

a slower vehicle within its detection range,  

it gently reduces speed by releasing the  

accelerator or actively engaging the brake  

control system. If the vehicle ahead speeds  

up or changes lanes, ACC automatically  

accelerates back to the driver’s desired speed.

Intelligent speed limit assist
The car will actively detect speed limit signs and alert the driver of the current 

speed limit by way of a symbol on the driver’s instrument cluster. The symbol 

acts as a reminder to the driver, reducing the risk of exceeding the speed limit.



Blind Spot Detection (BSD)
This system keeps a lookout to help you 
change lanes safely. A radar sensor serves 
as BSD’s electronic eye, registering objects 
in hard-to-see areas. Whenever there is a 
vehicle in the driver’s blind spot, a visual 
signal will show next to the door mirror. 

Intelligent high beam assist
When the headlight high beam is set to the 
AUTO position, the system automatically 
switches to low beam when it detects a 
vehicle ahead. This enables drivers to 
maximise the use of high beam, making 
night-time driving safer, without the risk 
of dazzling oncoming traffic. 

Active Emergency Braking (AEB)
At speeds below 19 km/h, the car  will 
automatically apply its brakes to avoid a 
collision with a vehicle, bicycle or pedestrian. 
At speeds above 19 km/h, AEB will reduce the 
likelihood or mitigate the severity of 
an accident.

MG Pilot features vary by model.

MG HS has achieved the maximum five star rating from  
Euro NCAP, the world’s leading road safety agency.  
Designed and engineered with a range of active and  
passive safety systems as standard, MG HS excelled in  
Euro NCAP’s latest collision protection and avoidance  
tests which are the most stringent tests ever conducted.

Lane Keep Assist (LKA)
Lane Keep Assist uses a camera to 
detect lane markings ahead and 
monitors the vehicle’s position in its 
lane. When the function detects the 
vehicle is about to unintentionally 
move out of its lane, it warns the 
driver by means of a visual, audible 
and steering wheel vibration. The car 
will also control the steering to keep 
within its lane. 

Traffic Jam Assist (TJA)
When Adaptive Cruise Control is 
turned on, Traffic Jam Assist 
continuously analyses the speed of the 
surrounding vehicles and compares it 
with its own driving speed. If the system 
detects dense traffic or a traffic jam at 
speeds below 56 km/h, the driver can 
activate TJA. The car will automatically 
follow the vehicle in front, controlling 
its acceleration, braking and steering 
within the same lane. 

TEST 2019



KEY FEATURES

o 10.1" colour touchscreen 

o DAB audio

o Satellite navigation

o Apple CarPlay™

o Android Auto™

o 6-speaker audio system

o  USB mobile phone  

charging function

o  Bluetooth  

connectivity

CONNECTED  
COMMUNICATION
The innovative technology in MG HS PHEV is 

designed with people in mind. From the colour 

touchscreen to the integrated speaker system, this 

SUV is bristling with intelligent touches to keep you 

comfortable, connected and in complete control. 









o MG Pilot

o Leather steering wheel

o Leather style upholstery

o  Keyless entry with  
push button engine start

o 6-speaker audio system

o 10.1" colour touchscreen

o Apple CarPlay™

o Android Auto™

o Bluetooth connection

o Electric driver’s 6-way adjustable seat  
 with lumbar adjustment

o Passenger’s 4-way adjustable seat

o LED daytime running lights

o Silver roof rails

o Bi-function projection headlights

o Dual zone air conditioning

o Rear parking sensors and 360° camera

o 18" Hurricane diamond cut alloy wheels

o Rain sensing wipers

o DAB audio

o Satellite navigation

o Adaptive Cruise Control

o Full digital driver information display

o Heated front seats

EXCITE
MG HS PHEV



o Panoramic opening sky roof

o Bi-Function LED headlights 

o  Front and rear LED  
sequential indicators

o Leather upholstery

o Sports style front seats with  
 one-piece back

o Heated electric driver’s 6-way seat  
 with lumbar adjustment

o  Heated electric passenger’s  
4-way adjustable seat

o Ambient lighting

o Metal sports pedals

o Power tailgate

As Excite plus…

EXCLUSIVE
MG HS PHEV



 
 

BLACK PEARL
Metallic* 

WHITE PEARL
Standard  

 

CRIMSON RED 
Metallic*

SKY BLUE
Metallic*  

COLOUR  
OPTIONS

*Metallic paint at extra cost.



THE LAST  
WORD IN 
REFINEMENT

We want your MG HS PHEV to be 

your family’s personal comfort zone,  

that’s why we offer a range of  

quality accessories, so you can  

make it perfect for your lifestyle.  

There’s enough compromise in  

the world, here you can have  

things your way and look good  

doing it.

o Protection Pack 

o Fabric mats

o Rubber boot mat

o Rear bumper guard

o Mud guards

o  Pearl Black  

mirror caps

o  Chrome tailgate  

finisher

o Dog guard

SPEAK TO YOUR MG DEALER OR VISIT MG.IE FOR MORE INFORMATION

PILOTACCESSORIES

o Sunshades

o  Towbar with electrics^

o  Towbar cycle carrier  

with light board

o Roof bars^^ 

o Roof cycle carrier

o  MG branded anti-theft  

valve caps

o  Locking wheel bolts

o Paint touch-up kit

^ 1,500kg limit

^^50kg limit



Front track 1574mm

Width - including mirrors 2078mm

Height - 
including 
roof rails 
1664mm

Rear track 1593mm

Width - excluding mirrors 1876mm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 
Dimensions Excite I Exclusive 

Plug-in
Overall length (mm) 4574

Width  
- excluding mirrors (mm)

1876

Overall width  
- including mirrors (mm)

2078

Height  
- including roof rails (mm)

1685

Wheelbase (mm) 2720

Front track (mm) 1574

Rear track (mm) 1593

Luggage capacity  
- seats up (l)

448

Luggage capacity  
- seats folded (l)

1375

Wheelbase 2720mm

Length 4574mm

Performance & 
Transmission

Excite I Exclusive 
Plug-in

Auto 10 Speed

Engine Description 1.5T-GDI Plug-In Hybrid

Aspiration Type Turbo Charged

Fuel Delivery Gasoline Direct Injection

Engine Displacement (cc) 1490

Cylinders/Valves 4/16

Bore (mm) 74

Stroke (mm) 86.6

Compression Ratio 11.5:1

Maximum Power  
- Petrol Engine (PS (kw))

162 (119)  
@ 5500rpm

Maximum Torque 
- Petrol Engine (lb ft (NM))

184 (250)  
@ 1,700-4,300 rpm

Maximum Power 
- Electric Motor (PS (kw))

122 (90)  
@ 3,700 rpm

Maximum Torque 
- Electric Motor (lb ft (NM))

170 (230)  
@ 500-3,700 rpm

Maximum Power 
- Combined (PS (kw))

258 (190)

Maximum Torque 
- Combined (lb ft (NM))

273 (370)

0-60 km/h (seconds) 6.9

0-62 km/h (100km/h) (seconds) 7.1

Maximum Speed (km/h)  190

Maximum Speed - EV only
 (km/h)

 130



Emissions
Excite | Exclusive 

Plug-in

Auto 10 Speed

Fuel Consumption - WLTP l/100km Combined 1.8

CO2 - WLTP g/km 43

Weight
Excite 
Plug-in Exclusive Plug-in

Auto 10 Speed

Kerb Weight (kg) 1737 1775

Gross Vehicle Weight (kg) 2196

Maximum Towing Weight (unbraked) (kg) 750

Maximum Towing Weight (braked) (kg) 1500

Gross Train Weight (kg) 3696

Warranty & Servicing

Standard servicing interval 1 year / 24,000 kms

Warranty 7 years / 150,000 kms

Paint protection 3 years / 100,000 kms

Anti perforation 7 years 

Charging
Excite 
Plug-in

Exclusive 
Plug-in

Auto 10 Speed

Charger Connection Type Type 2

Estimated Charging Time (2.2kW 3-Pin Domestic)  
to 100% (emergency use)

7 hours

Estimated Charging Time (7kW fast charger) to 100% 3 hours

Electric Driving Efficiency - kWh/100km 
Combined

24.0

Electric Driving Efficiency - kWh/100km 
City

18.4

Maximum Driving Range EV Only - km 
Combined

52

Maximum Driving Range EV Only - km 
City

69



EQUIPMENT
MG Pilot Excite 

Plug-in Exclusive Plug-in

Active Emergency Braking  
with Pedestrian and Bicycle Detection

• •

Lane Keep Assist (LKA) with Lane 
Departure Warning System (LDWS)

• •

Traffic Jam Assist • •

Intelligent Speed Limit Assist • •

Blind Spot Detection (BSD) • •

Rear Cross Traffic Alert (RCTA) • •

Intelligent High Beam Assist • •

Exterior Features Excite 
Plug-in Exclusive Plug-in

Bi-Function Projection Headlight •

Bi-Function LED Headlight •

LED Daytime Running Lights • •

Front and Rear  
LED Sequential Indicators

•

Auto Headlights • •

Front Fog Lights • •

LED Centre Brake Light • •

Follow Me Home Headlights • •

Silver Roof Rails • •

Rear Parking Sensors • •

Electrically Adjustable, Folding,  
Heated, Body Colour Door Mirrors

• •

Front and Rear Aero Wiper • •

Safety & Security Excite 
Plug-in Exclusive Plug-in

Anti-lock Braking System and Electronic 
Brakeforce Distribution (ABS and EBD)

• •

Cornering Brake Control (CBC) • •

Rear ISOFIX (x2) • •

Front Side Airbags • •

Front Dual Airbags • •

Front Passenger Airbag  
Deactivation Switch

• •

Side Curtain Airbag • •

Anti Rolling Protection (ARP) • •

Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) • •

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP) • •

Hill Launch Assist • •

Hill Descent Control (HDC) • •

Driver's Seat Belt Reminder • •

Front and Rear Passenger's  
Seat Belt Reminder

• •

Front Seat Belt  
(3 point with Pretensioner  
and Load Limiter)

• •

Rear Seat Belt  
(3 point x3. Outer with Pretensioner  
and Load Limiter)

• •

Front Seat Belt Height Adjustment • •

Rear Headrest x3 • •

Alarm & Engine Immobiliser • •

Wheels & Tyres Excite 
Plug-in Exclusive Plug-in

18" Hurricane Cut Alloy Wheel 235/50 R18 • •

Tyre Repair Kit • •



Seating Excite 
Plug-in Exclusive Plug-in

Leather Style Upholstery - Black •

Leather Upholstery - Black or Red/Black •

Sports Style Front Seats  
with One-Piece Back

•

Electric Driver's 6-way Adjustable Seat 
with Lumbar Adjustment

• •

Passenger's 4-way Adjustable Seat •

Electric Passenger's 4-way  
Adjustable Seat

•

Heated Front Seats • •

Front Centre Sliding Armrest with Storage • •

2nd Row 60:40 Split Fold Seat • •

2nd Row Seat with 2-stage  
Incline Adjustment

• •

In-Car Entertainment Excite 
Plug-in Exclusive Plug-in

6-Speaker Audio System • •

10.1" Colour Touchscreen • •

DAB Audio • •

Satellite Navigation • •

Apple CarPlay™ • •

Android Auto™ • •

360° Parking Camera • •

USB Mobile Phone Charging Function • •

Bluetooth Connection • •

Trip Computer • •

Comfort & Convenience Excite 
Plug-in Exclusive Plug-in

Dual Zone Auto Air Conditioning • •

Remote Central Locking • •

Keyless Entry with Push Button  
Engine Start

• •

Speed Sensing Locking • •

Full Digital Driver Information Display • •

Ambient Lighting (adjustable colour) •

Rain Sensing Wipers • •

12v Power Socket • •

Adaptive Cruise Control • •

Leather Steering Wheel • •

Metal Sports Pedals •

Height and Reach Adjustable  
Steering Wheel

• •

Electric Parking Brake with Autohold • •

Front & Rear Electric Windows  
all with one-touch up/down 

• •

Auto Dimming Rear View Mirror • •

Power Tailgate •

Panoramic Opening Sky Roof •



AFTERCARE

7 Year Warranty

Built to the highest standards in our state-of-the-art  

factories, we are so confident of the quality and reliability  

of MG HS PHEV that we give it a 7 year manufacturer’s warranty.

Our warranty is fully transferable to future owners and  

lasts for up to 7 years or 150,000 kilometres, whichever comes  

first. So, from day one to the end of your car’s seventh  

year, you can be sure that MG is right beside you! 



SPEAK TO YOUR MG DEALER OR VISIT MG.IE FOR MORE INFORMATION



MG HS Plug-in Hyrbid EV has joined the MG range alongside our fully electric  

cars, MG ZS EV, and MG5 EV. All new MGs feature our famous 7-year      

warranty and our nationwide network of professional, experienced         

dealers are ready to welcome you to the family.

SAY HELLO TO THE



BOOK YOUR TEST DRIVE

Get your hands on the wheel, your feet on the pedals 

and a smile on your face - book your test drive 

at your MG dealer today or online at MG.IE



MG HS PHEV TYRE ENERGY LABEL MO-

MENTS
Tyre energy labels provide a clear and common classification of tyres performance for rolling resistance, braking 
on wet surfaces and external noise. The energy efficiency class ranges from A (most efficient) to G (least efficient).            
The wet grip class also ranges from A (shorter braking distance on wet asphalt) to G (longest). The external noise class 
ranges from A (less noise outside the vehicle) to B (more noise, with noise levels in the C class no longer allowed). 

Standardised tests are carried out to assess the performance of tyres in all the 5 parameters indicated in the label. The 
QR code, read with a smartphone or other suitable reader, is intended to provide additional information from a 
European Commission database. 



Terms and Conditions: Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents 
of this publication were accurate and up to date at the time of being published 
(December 2020). Please note colours and accessories are for illustrative purposes  
only. Colours and finishes replicated are subject to limitations of the printing process 
and may vary from actual colour and paint finish. MG Motor Ireland  endorses  
a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the right to make changes  
at any time without notice to colours, accessories, material, design, shape,  
specification and models. Items may be discontinued at any time. Actual irish  
specification may vary from vehicles shown. For latest information, please 
speak to your MG dealer.

mg.IE/model/mg-hs-plug-in-hybrid
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